The Best Coffee at Home!
The ILEM45X is a fully automatic coffee maker, with a steam facility for a cappuccino and various other hot drinks. It allows you to choose the quality of the coffee you want by the automatic grinder presets, QTY of ground coffee & coffee brewing amount for that perfect caffeine hit when you want it!

Control Panel
The control panel with touch sensors, include icons of the various functions available which makes it easy to select your desired operation. It will also alert you when cleaning or refilling is required.

Coffee Brewing
You can choose the type of coffee that want to brew be it short, medium or long and also between different grades of grinding, so to vary the consistency of the coffee and the intensity of the aroma and strength.

Coffee Compartment
The container holds 400g of coffee beans, with a single grinding machine, for a consistent quality of each cup of coffee. A warning light on the control panel connected to a sensor in the container will alert you when it needs refilling.

Water Tank
The built-in water tank will hold 2.5L of water with a scale filter that is positioned at the side of the machine. A sensor connected to the light on the control panel will alert you when you need to top up the water.

Telescopic Rails
The machine is mounted on two sliding telescopic rails, which allow easy removal from the cabinet; thus making it easier to periodically replenish the containers of coffee beans or water.
Coffee Machine
ILEM45X

- fingerprint-proof stainless steel 38 litres
- automatic
- heating time: 3 minutes
- touch-control instrument panel
- coffee-bean grinder
- simultaneous, alternating, preparation of
  - 2 cups of espresso coffee
  - 2 cups of diluted coffee
- steam dispenser
- hot water dispenser
- stand-by (energy savings)
- water-hardness setting
- coffee and water top-off indicator lights
- indicator that the ground coffee container needs to be emptied
- cleaning indicator light decalcification filter indicator light
- 2.5-l water tank
- coffee-bean container (400g)
- connection cable with plug

594W x 455H x 533+19D